
A corporate wellness 
tool that’s as stylish  
as it is functional.
Gear Sport Activity Tracker

If you want your workforce to work hard, play hard and look 
good doing both, the Samsung Gear Sport is the ideal corporate 
perk. Sleek, stylish and available in two colors and many 
different face styles, the Samsung Gear Sport is the beautifully 
designed way to encourage workers to move more, eat better 
and live a healthy life. It’s ready for early morning runs and late 
afternoon stand-up paddling sessions. Users can swim, lift and 
ride their way to a fitter life, all while staying connected to 
the workday. It’s more movement with more style. It’s the 
Gear Sport from Samsung. 

Contact Us: samsung.com/wearablesforbiz

Activity Tracker

Enterprise Ready 
Connect the Gear Sport to your secure enterprise Wi-Fi network in 
standalone mode, and you’ll enable the productivity and business apps on 
your Gear Sport to communicate directly with your cloud.1 IT admins can 
easily configure, deploy and manage the Gear Sport for their workforce 
using Samsung Knox Configure.

Sits Beautifully On Your Wrist
The Gear Sport is available in two rich colors, interchangeable straps 
(sold separately) and a wide range of watch faces.2 Look equally as 
stylish in the weight room as the boardroom. 

Keeps You Connected
Out of the office doesn’t mean out of touch. The Gear Sport syncs with 
phone apps, SMS/MMS texting, Instant Messaging and email.3 Users 
can control their Samsung Connect ecosystem4 and make purchases 
with a tap using Samsung Pay.5

Easy-Access Wellness Tracking
Advanced tracking sensors enable precise and continuous heart rate 
monitoring, VO2 max monitoring and GPS tracking, for those morning 
trail runs.6 The Gear Sport can track weight loss and caloric intake, and the 
Running Coach can provide that extra motivation to get over the hump.

Swim-Ready Water Resistance
Rated at 5 ATM,7 the Samsung Gear Sport is ready to do laps in the pool, 
go for an ocean swim or do some stand-up paddling. It can keep track of 
time and distance, heart rate, lap count and even stroke type. You can also 
sync with Speedo On, Speedo’s new Swim Tracking app, and dive into the 
details of your swim session.8

Military-Spec Durability
The Gear Sport meets MIL-STD-810G standards, for extreme durability. 
It’s passed military specification (MIL-STD-810G) testing against a subset 
of 21 specific environmental conditions.9 From drops to vibrations, from 
extreme temperatures and altitudes to shocks, from humidity to salt fog, 
rain, dust and sand, the Gear Sport never quits.

Key Features

Gear Sport
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Gear Sport

Part Numbers Blue - SM-R600NZBAXAR
Black - SM-R600NZKAXAR

Display Type Super AMOLED Capacitive Touchscreen, 16M Colors 

Case Dimensions 44.6 x 42.9 x 11.6 mm 
1.75" x 1.7" x .5"

Weight 1.76 oz 

Size 1.2" 

Resolution 360 x 360 pixels 

Protection Corning Gorilla Glass 3 

OS Tizen-based Wearable Platform 3.0

Sensors Accelerometer, Gyro, Heart Rate,6 Barometer 

Messaging SMS, MMS, Email, IM 

Alert Types Vibration; MP3, WAV Ringtones 

Battery 300 mAh Stand-by: 48 Hours10 

Features Samsung Pay5

MIL-STD-810G Compliant9 

50m Waterproof7

Compatible with Standard 20mm Straps 

Rotating Bezel 

Speaker 

Vibration Alert 

Qi Wireless Charging 

Bixby Natural Language Commands and Dictation 

MP3 / M4A / AAC / WAV Player

Photo Viewer 

Voice Memo / Dial / Commands 
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1Supports WPA/WPA2-Enterprise Wi-Fi protocol 2Additional bands sold separately. Some watch faces not available on iOS smartphones. 3Some apps not available on iOS smartphones. 4Samsung Gear Sport requires a compatible smartphone to utilize the Samsung Connect app. Smart devices and 
appliances must be connected to the same SmartThings Hub or Samsung Connect Home Wi-Fi router. 5Samsung Pay is not available on iOS smartphones. After initial setup, Samsung Pay on Gear Sport can make at least five transactions without reconnecting to a network. Samsung Pay on Gear Sport 
requires network connection through LTE, Wi-Fi or via Bluetooth pairing with compatible smartphone. Samsung Pay on the Gear Sport is only compatible with select cards, carriers and Samsung devices and non-Samsung Android phones. Samsung Pay on the Gear Sport is only compatible with NFC-type 
payment terminals. Availability of Samsung Pay may differ by country or region. 6This device and related software are not intended for use in the diagnosis of disease or other conditions, or in the cure, mitigation, treatment or prevention of disease. Some features are not available on iOS smartphones. 
The accuracy of the information and data provided by this device and its related software, including heart rate readings, may be affected by factors such as environmental conditions, skin condition, specific activity performed whil e wearing the device, settings of the device, user configuration/user 
provided information, placement of the sensor on the wrist and other end-user interactions. Please refer to the user manual for more information on proper wear and use, or see www.samsung.com/us/heartratesensor. 7Water-resistant up to 50 meters per ISO standard 22810:2010. Not intended for scuba 
diving. Avoid excessive, sudden temperature changes and high-velocity activities. Rinse in fresh water/dry after use in sea water. 8The Speedo On app must be downloaded separately. Availability of the Speedo On app may vary by country or region. 9This device passed military specification (MIL-STD-
810G) testing against a subset of 21 specific environmental conditions, including temperature, dust, shock/vibration, and low pressure/high altitude. Device may not perform as shown in all extreme conditions. See user manual. 10Average expected performance based on typical use. Results may vary.
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